
SUR40

Samsung and Microsoft have teamed up to bring you the most 
advanced way to reach your audience. Whether you’re in education, 
finance, healthcare, retail or any other profession, the Samsung 
SUR40 for Microsoft Surface will change the way your students, 
office or customers interact. The 360-degree interface lets a 
group of people use the SUR40 simultaneously for heightened 
collaboration and connection. And PixelSense™ technology enables 
the SUR40 to recognize multiple, simultaneous touches and tagged 
objects. Using applications developed to meet your specifications, 
you can deliver impactful experiences, including delivering 
information people can take away using mobile devices. It’s an 
entirely new level of interactivity. It’s an entirely new level of 
thinking. Business. Innovated.

For complete product information and accessories, visit samsung.com/prodisplay or samsung.com/business

Samsung SUR40 for Microsoft® Surface®

Powerful Computing on Display 
This Samsung 40" Full HD 1080p multi-touch 
PC takes computing to a new level. The 
Windows® 7 operating system delivers power, 
reliability and manageability. The AMD-powered 
CPU and GPU provide high performance. 

Multi-Touch and Multi-User 
SUR40 uses PixelSense™ technology to see 
and respond to touch and objects with optical 
tags. It recognizes and reacts to more than 50 
points of contact simultaneously, letting several 
people use the SUR40 at one time. 

Horizontal or Vertical 
At just 4" thin, the Samsung SUR40 can be 
used as a table, mounted to a wall, or built into 
a custom fixture.

Connectivity 
Content is virtually limitless with four USB 
ports, HDMI, Wi-Fi, Ethernet and Bluetooth 
connectivity. 

Bing™ for Microsoft Surface 
The pre-installed application allows multiple 
users to search and explore images, maps and 
information. Customize the Bing experience 
to use objects with optical tags to take users 
directly to desired content. 

Software Applications
Customize the SUR40 experience by engaging 
a Surface development partner or create 
applications using the free Microsoft Surface 
2.0 Software Development Kit (SDK). Visit www.
surface.com. 

Bringing an entirely new dimension of interactivity 
to the table.
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KEY SPECIFICATIONS
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Operating System Windows® 7 Professional 64-bit for Embedded Systems

CPU AMD Athlon X2 245e 2.9GHz Dual Core

Panel Size 40" Diagonal

Protection Glass Corning® Gorilla Glass

Display Resolution 1920 x 1080 Full HD 1080p

Aspect Ratio 16:9

Contrast Ratio 2000:1

RAM 4GB DDR3

GPU AMD Radeon HD 6750 1GB GDDRS

Hard Drive 320GB

Brightness 300 cd/m2

System Management Tools DMFT DASH Support

Communications 1GB Ethernet/802.11n/Bluetooth

Operating Temp Max. ambient 86˚F

I/O Ports 4 USB, SD card reader

Audio Out HDMI/Stereo RCA/SPDIF/3.5mm Audio Out x 2

HDMI In / HDMI Out Yes

Weight (with standard legs) 111 lbs.

Weight (standalone) 81 lbs.

Base Unit Dimensions (L x W x D) 43.1" x 27.8" x 4"

For complete product specifications and the Venue Readiness Guide, visit samsunglfd.com/solution/sur40.do

Samsung recommends Windows® 7.


